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Abstract.In both robot grasping and robot locomotion, 
we  wish  t o  hold objects stably in the  presence of gravit . 
t ions  f o r  a supported heav ob‘ect, e m  lo ing the  tool of 
Stratified Morse  Theory .  &e t i e n  a p p g  t l e s e  general re- 
sults to the case of objects in the  plane. 
We present  a derivation of second-order stability con l i- 
1 Introduction 
We consider a heavy rigid object, B which is in fric- 
tionless contact with one or more ri&d and immovable 
obstacles, dl, . . . , d k ,  in the presence of gravity, or any 
other force arisin from a conservative potential. Using 
Stratified Morse +heory, we examine the conditions under 
which such an  object lies in a stable equilibrium. 
Our analysis has a number of practical applications. 
First, consider the obstacles t o  be robot “fingers” in con- 
tact with B. Our problem then amounts to  determinin 
whether the fingers stably sup ort B in the presence o? 
gravity. Our analysis may also g e  useful for studyin the 
stability of a multi-limbed robot moving over convokted 
terrain. The sup orting obstacles are then interpreted as 
“footholds.” If t i e  robot moves quasi-statically, then at 
any moment it might be considered a single rigid body 
and the uestion of whether it slips and falls is the same as 
the problem considered here. Although some friction will 
be present in these applications, our analysis of the fric- 
tionless case will be maximal1 conservative. Frictional 
forces can only improve the statility of a grasp or stance. 
Robotics researchers have considered the stability of an 
object under gravitational loading in the context of sen- 
sorless part manipulation [I 1, 21, quasi-static manipula- 
tion [7], and object recognition [4]. However, all of these 
analyses considered a single ri id object lying on a plane. 
In our analysis, the points o f  contact need not lie in a 
plane, and the contacts need not be flat, but can assume 
any curvature. We only re uire that  the boundary of B 
is smooth in the vicinit 01 the contacts. Additionally, 
we use the elegant met iods of Stratified Morse Theory 
(SMT) [3] t o  develop our results. Kriegman [5] has also 
used SMT t o  analyze the stable poses of piecewise smooth 
bodies lying on a plane. In some sense our work can be 
considered an extension of some of driegman’s results 
t o  the case of multiple nonplanar and nonflat contacts. 
In the context of “whole arm manipulation,” Trinkle et 
al. [lo] have also extensively studied the stability of a 
multi 1 contacted body under the influence of gravity. 
Our fdT appraach formalizes and extends many of their 
results, r e r a l i z i n g  to  non-uniform force fields and to  
non-poly edral objects. We can use these results to de- 
velop engineering “rules of thumb” which are useful in 
the applications described above. Final1 we will point 
out analogies between our results and t t e  second order 
mobility theory developed in [8, 91. 
2 Configuration space review 
We use a configuration-space (c-space) based approach, 
as outlined in [8, 91, to  analyze the stability of B about 
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its contact configuration. The ri id object, t3, and the 
physical space, W = R” (n = 2 or 3). For our stability 
analysis, we can focus on the c-space of B, rather than 
the composite c-space of the k + 1 rigid bodies. B’s c- 
space is the manifold C = R” x SO(n) ,  where SO(n)  is 
the group of rotations of R”. SO(3)  is parametrized by 
8 E E’, via the exponential map, where 2 = Q/llQ11 is 
the axis of rotation, and llf3ll is the angle of rotation [6]. 
We regard SO(2) as a subgroup of SO(3) with rotation 
axis ? normal to  the plane. The translational degrees of 
freedom are parametrized by R”. Thus C is parametrized 
by R”, where m = +n(n + 1). 
Given a physical obstacle A, its corresponding c-space 
obstacle (c-obstacle), denoted CA, is the set of all con- 
figurations in C at which t3 intersects the obstacle. The 
boundary of CA;, denoted Si consists of those configu- 
rations where the surfaces of k and *4, touch each other, 
while their interiors are disjoint. If B contacts at con- 
fi uration 40, then qo lies in the c-obstacle boundary, Si. 
$hen B is in contact with k fin ers, qo lies on the in- 
tersection of s; for i = I, ...,IC. Egor convenience we will 
denote the union of all the c-obstacles, C d 1  U . . . U CAk,  
b Cd. The free configuration space, called the freespace 
is the space that  remains after removing the c-obstacle 
interiors from the c-space. 
To model the rigidity of the contacting bodies, we intro- 
duce the following signed c-space distance function. It 
measures the distance of a configuration point q from Si 
as follows: 
obstacles, AI,.  . . , dk, are locate 3 in an n-dimensional 
d s t ( q , S ; )  
- d s t ( q ,  S;)  
if q is outside of C A  
if q is on Si 
if q is in the interior of C A ;  
where dst  is the Euclidean distance function. In [8] it 
was shown that  the gradient of this distance function at 
qo E Si is ni, the unit outward pointing normal t o  Si 
at 40.  In the frictionIess case, ni can be associated with 
the reaction force between B and Si. Similarly, D2d;(qo) 
is the c-space curvature form, or the curvature of the c- 
obstacle surface at qo. It is a function of the surface 
curvatures of 23 and S; at the contact. A closed form 
formula for D2di(q0)  can be found in [8]. 
3 Review of Stratified Morse Theory 
This section reviews the essential components of Strati- 
fied Morse Theory (SMT) that  are required in the sequel 
(additional details can be found in [3]). 
S t r a t i f i e d  Sets. A regularly stratified set X is a set 
X c R” which can be decomposed into a finite union 
of disjoint smooth manifolds’ called strata, satisfying the 
‘Recall that  a manifold M c R” of dimension d is a hypersur- 
face that locally looks like Ed,  for a fixed d, 0 5 d 5 m. 
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Whitney condition. The dimension of the strata varies 
between zero and m. (Zero-dimensional strata are iso- 
lated point manifolds; m-dimensional strata are open 
subsets of Em.) The Whitney condition requires that 
the tangents of two neighboring strata “meet nicely”; 
in our case, this condition is almost always satisfied. 
B’s freespace, F, is typically a stratified set. The m- 
dimensional strata are connected components of the in- 
terior of F, which are open subsets of Rm. The lower 
dimensional strata consist of the c-obstacle boundaries 
and their intersections. 
Morse Theory. Let f be a smooth real-valued function 
defined on a smooth manifold M c Em. A point x E 
M is a critical po in t  of f if its derivative at z, of(.), 
vanishes there. A critical value of f is the image c = 
f ( x )  E R, of a critical point x .  The function f is a 
Morse  func t ion  if its second derivative matrix D2f ( x )  is 
non-singular at all its critical oints. The Morse index p 
of a critical point is the n u d e r  of negative eigenvalues 
of D 2 f ( x )  at tha t  point. Let MIS ,  denote the sublevel 
set o f f ,  i.e. MIS. = { x  E M :  f (z)  5 w}. Morse Theory 
is concerned with the change in topology of the sublevel 
sets as w varies. 
Stratified Morse theory is concerned with Morse func- 
tions on regular stratified sets [3] .  Let f be defined now 
on a stratified set X c Em (in our problem, f will be the 
potential energy of B, and X will be B’s freespace). The 
critical oints of f are the union of the critical points 
ob ta ine l  by restrictin f t o  the individual strata. The 
function f is a Morsefunction on S if it is Morse in the 
classical sense on the stratum containing the critical point 
x and if V f ( x )  is n o t  normal to  any of the other strata 
meeting at x .  The Morse index p of each critical point is 
now the number of negative eigenvalues of D 2 f ( x )  eval- 
uated only on the stratum containing the critical point. 
Note that,  by definition, every zero-dimensional stratum 
is a critical point with Morse index p = 0. 
SMT guarantees tha t  as v = f ( x )  varies wi thin the open 
interval between two adjacent critical values off, the sub- 
level sets XI,, = { x  E X : f (z)  < U }  are topologically 
equivalent (homeomorphic) to  each other. If w increases 
beyond a critical value v = c of f ( x )  the topological type 
of the sublevel set XI,, changes. The new topological 
type can be obtained by a new topological set 
onto the old sublevel set. ‘‘%:%!tails of this operation 
are determined by the Morse index p at the critical point 
and by a construction called the lower halflink that  we 
now describe. 
Let S be the stratum of X containing a critical point 5,. 
Let D(x,) be a small disc of radius 6 in the ambient space, 
that  is transversal (e.g. perpendicular) to  the stratum S ,  
such tha t  it intersects S only at the point 2,. Note that 
the dimension of D(z,)  is necessarily the dimension of the 
ambient space, m,  minus the dimension of the stratum S. 
The normal  slice, N (x , ) ,  through the stratum S at the 
point x ,  is defined as the intersection of D ( x c )  with the 
stratified set X, 
N(x , )  = D ( x c )  n X. A 
The lower halflink is the set 
A 
1 -  = N ( x , )  n f - l (c  - E ) ,  
where E > 0 and E << S << 1. It can be shown tha t  the 
topological nature of 1- does not change for all E > 0 
sufficiently small. Finally, the cone with base set I- 
and vertex x ,  is denoted by cone@-).  By definition 
cone(1-) = {z,} when 1- is empty. 
Theorem 3.12 in [3] guarantees that the topological 
chan e in the sublevel sets at a critical point x ,  consists 
of tafing a new topological set H of the form 
H = D p  x cone(1-) 
G = D p  x 1- U bdy(Dp) x cone(1-) 
(1) 
(2) 
and gluing it to along the “gluing seam”, - 
where once a ain p is the Morse index at x,, and bdy 
denotes b ouniar y. 
4 The stability test 
We now ap  ly the methods of the last section to  study the 
stability o?a ri id body, B with m degrees of freedom 
in contact with % rigid and &mobile obstacles. The rigid 
body is subject to a conservative external force field, so 
that the potential energy of the body, o(q), is a smooth 
function on the c-space C and depends only on the con- 
figuration q.  Gravity is the canonical example of such a 
conservative force field, but more exotic examples include 
buoyancy forces (such as might be encountered by a robot 
operating underwater) or centrifugal forces. Let U ( q )  be 
the restriction of o(q) to  the freespace F, which admits 
a regular stratification. 
Let qo denote B’s configuration when it contacts k fingers. 
In c-space, lies on the c-space stratum which is the in- 
tersection 01 k c-obstacle surfaces; we label this stratum 
S. Is the point qo a local minimum of U ( q )  in F? Strat- 
ified Morse theory provides us with a rigorous answer 
when U ( q )  is a Morse function on F. Since Morse func- 
tions form an open dense set in the space of all smooth 
functions on 3, this will generically be the case. We will 
therefore assume it to  be true. For completeness, we will 
later identify the non-generic cases in which U ( q )  fails to  
be a Morse function. 
Recall that qo is a critical point  of U ( q )  in the stratified set 
3 iff it is a critical point on its own particular stratum S. 
(In particular, if S is a zero-dimensional stratum, then qo 
is automatically a critical point. This is generically true 
for a planar object in contact with three or more fric- 
tionless fingers, or a 3D object in contact with 6 or more 
fingers.) So 40 is a critical point iff V U  is orthogonal to  
T,,S, which is true iff VU lies in the subspace spanned by 
121, , . . , nk. Next we will consider the SMT requirements 
for such a critical point to  be a local minimum. 
Lemma 4.1 (Conditions for a Local Minimum) 
T h e  point  qo i s  a local minimum of U ( q )  o n  3 if and 
only i f  the following two conditions are met :  
1- = 8 (3) 
p = o  (4) 
where p i s  the Morse index and 1- is the lower halflink 
of Q o .  
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Proof: The fundamental definition of a local minimum 
qo of a function U ( q )  is tha t  the sublevel set 315U(qo)-E, 
for any E > 0, be empty in a sufficiently small neigh- 
borhood of 40. The lower halflink 1- is a subset of the 
sublevel set and lies in a small disk around qo. If 1- re- 
mains non-empty as we make this disk arbitrarily small, 
then 311U(qo)-E c ntains points in every small neighbor- 
hoqd of q0 and qo is not a local minimum. If ,u > 0, then 
qo is not even a local minimum on the stratum S that  
contains 0.  So equations 3-4 must be satisfied for qo to  
be a locaf minimum on 3. 
Conversely, if 1- = 0 and ,u = 0, the topological set H 
which is added to  the sublevel set as U ( q )  passes its criti- 
cal value at qo is given by H = D@ xcone(1-) = Do x { q o } ,  
which is to  say, H is the single point 40.  Furthermore, the 
gluing seam G = D@ x 1- U bdy(D@) x cone(1-) at qo is 
empty, since 1- = 0 and bdy(D@) = bdy(DO) = 8. Both 
H and F15u(qo)-f, are closed sets, and since G is empty 
they are disconnected. Therefore 311U(qo)-E c ntains no 
points in a sufficiently small neighborhood of H = 40.  0 
We now have necessary and sufficient conditions for qo 
to  be a local minimum of U on 3. Let us next interpret 
these conditions in a meaningful way. We first investigate 
condition 3. It is convenient t o  introduce some terminol- 
ogy from [l]. The positive span of the contact normals 
nl, . . . , n k  is called the normal cone to  CA at qo and de- 
noted Nc(q0) .  Physically, it represents the set of feasible 
frictionless finger reaction forces. 
~ C ( q 0 )  = {v = xx;nilx;  2 01. 
The cone polar t o  Nc(q0) is the tangent cone to  CA at 
Q O ,  denoted by Tc(Qo). 
Tc(q0) = {v E TqoCIv.ni 5 0 for n1, ..., n k }  (6) 
Let q = a(t)  be a trajectory of B in 3 such that  a(0) = 
qo and the velocity 4 = &(O) lies in the cone tangent 
to  the normal slice N-i.e., a(t)  locally lies in N .  If 
the potential energy U ( q )  is instantaneously decreasing 
along a( t ) ,  then a(t)  must pass through some point in I - ,  
and at least one trajectory of decreasing U ( q )  must pass 
though each point in 1 - .  So condition 3 is equivalent to  
requiring that  all trajectories which locally lie in N lead 
to  non-decreasing U ( q ) .  For any trajectory, if V U .  q > 
0, then U ( q )  is instantaneously increasing; if V U .  q < 
0, then U ( q )  is instantaneously decreasing. If V U .  q = 
0, we need to  consult higher-order terms in the Taylor 
expansion of U ( q ) .  The set of instantaneous velocities { q }  
of trajectories which locally lie in N is the intersection of 
-Tc(qo) with span(n1,. . . ?nk) .  We want to  determine 
the sign of V U .  q for all q in this set. 
The cone polar to  -Tc(qo)nspan(n,,. . . , n k )  is -Nc(qo) .  
We can therefore a proach the question of whether equa- 
tion 3 is satisfied f y  asking where VU lies with respect 
to  the cone Nc(qo) ,  since this information can be used to  
determine U .  For Eq. 3 t o  be satisfied, it is necessary for 
V U  to  lie in NC(q0). 
( 5 )  
A 
i=l 
A 
k 
VU = Ain; for A; 2 o (7) 
i=l 
t:, 
Figure 1: The intersection of the c-obstacles is denoted 
S. We choose a small disk which is centered on qo and 
transversal (e.g. orthogonal) to S. The normal slice N is 
the intersection of this disk with the freespace 3. 
If VU lies in the interior of Nc(qo),  then equation 3 is 
satisfied. So we will always be able to  resolve whether 
or not equation 3 is satisfied except in the marginal case 
that VU lies exactly on the boundary of Nc(q0) .  For this 
case a more refined test would be necessary. 
VU E interior(Nc(q0)) -+ 1- = 8 ( 8 )  
vu $! NC(Q0) -4 1- # 0 (9) 
Grasps which satisfy equation 7 are equilibrium grasps 
and qo is the equilibrium configuration. Note that  e ui 
librium grasps implicitly satisfy the condition that  06 
span(n1,. . . , n k ) ,  so all equilibrium points are critical 
points, but the converse is not true. 
Up until this point our discussion has been fair1 gen- 
eral, but we now wish to  focus on a particular crass of 
equilibrium grasps which we call essential. 
Definition 1 Essential grasps are equilibrium grasps for 
which the A; in Eq. 7' are (a )  uniquely determined b y  the 
equilibrium condition; and ( b )  all strictly positive. Phys- 
ically, this requirement means that all of the contacts are 
necessary to maintain equilibrium. This notion of essen- 
tial grasps reduces to that defined in 191 in the case where 
vu = 0. 
Equilibrium rasps which are not essential are termed re- 
dundant. Reiundant rasps are also of interest, because 
additional contacts, wjich are not necessary for equilib- 
rium, may nevertheless im rove the quality of the grasp. 
We do not consider redunfant grasps here. 
For an essential grasp, since the A; are all positive, V U  
lies in the interior of Nc(qo),  so equation 3 is known to  be 
satisfied. We now turn to the other necessary condition 
for 40 to  be a local minimum in 3, equation 4, which 
requires that  QO be a local minimum of the restriction of 
U(q) to  the stratum S. 
Recall that  d ; ( q )  is the c-space distance function for ob- 
stacle &. We introduce the gravity relative distance 
dG, which is defined as follows: 
k 
where the {A;) are the equilibrium grasp coefficients. The 
gravity relative curvature form KG is defined: 
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Note K G  is a function of the contact locations and con- 
tact  curvatures. Since the A; are uniquely defined for an 
essential grasp, dG and KG are also uniquely defined. 
Pro osition 4.2 An essential grasp i s  stable, i.e. qo i s  a 
loca?minimum, if all the  eigenvalues of the gravity relative 
curvature D2dG : TqoS H TqoS are negative. 
Proof: Suppose qo is an essential equilibrium config- 
uration. Let q = a(t)  be a trajectory in the stratum S 
which passes through qo at t = 0. The velocity of the 
trajectory at t = 0 is q E TqoS and the instantaneous 
acceleration is 4;. The stipulation that  a(t)  lies in S im- 
plies that  d ; ( a ( t ) )  = 0 for i = 1,. , k .  Taking the second 
derivative of this relation we find: 
ni . q + qTD2d;q = 0 (12) 
Let us evaluate U ( t )  along this trajectory. The first 
derivative U = V U .  q vanishes since qo is a critical point. 
The second derivative is U = V U  . q + qTD2Uq. Using 
equations 7 and 12, we may rewrite this as 
d 
If the gravity relative curvature, D2dc,  has all negative 
eigenvalues then clearly U is positive for all choices of 
q E TqoS. *hen qo is a local minimum of the restriction 
of U ( q )  to  S ,  and Eq. 4 is satisfied. Since Eq. 3 is always 
satisfied for equilibrium grasps, qo is a local minimum of 
U ( q )  on F and the grasp is stable. 0 
Consider the set of allowed lSt-order motions which do 
not oppose gravity: M::~)  = {4 E - T ~ ( ~ ~ ) I V U  4 5 01. 
For an equilibrium grasp, is exactly the subspace 
TqoS. We define the l S t -order  gravity mobili ty index ,  
to  be the dimension of For an essential 
equilibrium grasp, mi:"' = m - k .  For an equilibrium 
grasp, the domain of the gravity relative curvature form, 
D2dG, is We define the 2 n d - ~ r d e r  gravity mobili ty 
index ,  m:hG), t o  be the dimension of the largest possible 
subspace in on which the gravity relative curvature 
form KG is non-negative (positive semi-definite). Note 
that  by proposition 4.2, a grasp is stable if 
An analogy may be made to  the lSt- and 2nd-~rder  mo- 
bility indices introduced in [8] and [9]. When considering 
whether an equilibrium y p  permits any unstable mo- 
tions, one can imagine t e gravity equipotential passing 
through 40 t o  be the impenetrable surface of a ( k  + , )s t  
finger with distance function - U ( q ) .  Free motions al- 
lowed by the actual grasp will'pe unstable o$y if they do 
not penetrate the ima inary . The grav- 
ity mobility indices o f t h e  reay;% %Eet'hen precisely 
equivalent to  the lSt- and 2nd-order mobility indices of 
the imaginary ( I C  + 1)-finger grasp. This analogy also il- 
lustrates tha t  the gravity mobility indices will share useful 
properties of the regular mobility indices, such as coordi- 
nate invariance. 
= 0. 
Recall that  we began with the generic assumption that 
U ( q )  was a Morse function on F. This assumption can 
fail in two ways. First, U ( q )  will not be a Morse function 
on 3 if VU lies exactly on the boundary of Nc(q0).  In 
this case, some of the Xi are zero; the fingers associated 
with zero Xi are referred to  as passive. The intersection of 
those c-obstacles associated with non-zero X i  (the active 
fingers) is then a stratum which neighbors S and has a 
tangent space orthogonal to  V U .  Such a grasp is non- 
essential and cannot be immediately analyzed by SMT. 
When a non-essential grasp consists of an essential grasp, 
plus some number of passive fingers, it is temptin to  
apply the gravity relative curvature form anyway, wtich 
amounts to  ignoring the passive fingers and evaluating 
the stability of the remaining essential gras 
eral, this procedure will underestimate the stakllit~of%% 
whole grasp. However, in the special case where there is 
only one passive finger we can ignore it with no loss of 
{recision. The first-order motions allowed by the active 
ngers form a vector subspace of TqoC. The addition of 
one passive finger only removes a half-space of these al- 
lowed motions. So a single passive finger cannot affect 
the stability of a grasp. 
U ( q )  can also fail to be a Morse function if any of the 
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of 
the restriction of U ( q )  to  S ,  evaluated at 40, are zero. For 
an essential rasp, this occurs iff D2dG has any zero ei en 
values. In &is case we would have to  consider higter: 
order terms of the Taylor expansion of U ( q )  on S in order 
to resolve the grasp stability. 
5 Planar objects under gravity 
As an example of the utility of our theory, in this section 
we apply the stability test to  planar grasps in the pres- 
ence of gravity. In the planar case, the ~ i ( 4 )  = qTD2d;q 
can be evaluated in a simple way. A first-order motion 
q E Tq,(dCd;) corresponds to an instantaneous rotation 
about a point in the plane somewhere along the line of the 
contact normal (pure translations corresponding to  rota- 
tions about an axis at infinity) [8].  Let pi be the distance 
in the plane from the ith contact point to  the axis of the 
instantaneous rotation. By convention, p; is positive on 
the object side of the contact, and negative on the finger 
side. In this way we can reparametrize q E Tqo(dCA;)  by 
pi and the angular velocity w.  Setting llwll = 1, we find 
where K A ~  and K B ~  are respectively the curvatures of the 
finger and object at the ith contact point. The require- 
ment that  the fingers do not penetrate the object yields 
the condition ~ C A ~  + tcBi 2 0. 
If q is a pure translation, then setting the translational 
velocity llzill = 1, we find that 
Let Zcm be the location of the object's center of mass. 
Let V U ,  be the force or translational component of V U ,  
and let V U ,  be the moment or rotational component. 
The following result is given without proof. 
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Proposition 5.1. For  a p lanar  object in a un i form grav- 
i tational field, a n y  m o t i o n  q such  tha t  V U .  q = 0 corre- 
sponds t o  a n  ins tantaneous  rotation about a poin t  in the 
plane which lies o n  the  l ine defined by  {Zcm+r]VUf : r ]  E 
RIR) T h e n  
where Ccm is the vector f r o m  the  axis of rotation to  the 
center of mass ,  and where llwll = 1. ( B y  the  first part of 
the proposition, c,, has  either the s a m e  direction as V U ,  
or  the antipodal direction.) 
We conclude tha t  for planar grasps, 
It is convenient t o  scale VU so that  llVUfll = 1 (this 
scaling has no eflect on the stability test since it simply 
amounts to  a choice of units for energy). The X i  must be 
chosen so tha t  equation 7 is satisfied for the normalized 
VU. With this normalization, 
where p c m  = VU,f.$,, has absolute value equal to  Il$,l. 
Let the contact normal  l ine,  l i ,  pass through the ith con- 
tact  point in the direction normal to  the surface of the 
ith finger at tha t  point. Let 6; denote the unit vector 
indicating the direction of li. Further, we denote the in- 
tersection of lines li and l j  by pij. Finally, we define bij 
as the line which passes through pij in the direction of 
VU,. (Obviously pij. and bij do not exist if li and l j  do 
not intersect. In this paper we do not consider grasps 
where contact normal lines are collinear and intersect at 
more than one point.) 
The stability test for generic one-, two-, and three- 
fingered planar grasps is developed as follows. The posi- 
tive span of the contact directions 6i is the projection of 
the normal cone Nc(q0) onto the translational plane in 
TqoC. For the equ.ilibrium condition 7 to  be satisfied, V U ,  
must lie in this projection. Then condition 7 will hold if 
we choose VU from the set of vectors in NC(q0) whose 
projection onto the translational plane is VU,. Since 
Nc(p0) is convex, this means that  for equilibrium VU, 
must lie in a single closed interval in IR-or, e uivalently 
the object center of mass must lie in a particuqar verticai 
strip in the lane. This vertical strip may be just a sin- 
le vertical [ne, it may be a finite-width strip bounded 
%y two lines, or it may be a semi-infinite region bounded 
only on one side. More precisely, if V U ,  lies in the same 
direction as 7;i then the line li in the plane is a boundary 
of the verticaf strip. If V U ,  lies in the interior of the 
positive span of ~ ? i  and v j^, then the line bij is a boundary 
of the strip. 
If the center of mass lies in the interior of the allowed ver- 
tical strip, then the gras is an essential equilibrium and 
condition 3 is satisfied. pf the vertical strip has positive 
width and the center of mass lies on a boundary line of 
the strip, or if V U ,  lies on the boundary of the positive 
span of the contact directions lj;, then the grasp is an 
V U f  - y'1 
A 
' 2  
Figure 2: Contact normal lines 11,12 intersect at p. 
equilibrium but some of the fingers are passive; we can 
ignore these at the possible risk of underestimating the 
grasp stability, as discussed in section 4. In any case, for 
stability of e uilibrium the grasp must also satisfy con- 
dition 4; it w?ll do this if KG,  as given by equation 18, is 
negative definite for all allowed first-order motions q. 
5.1 One-ffingered planar grasps 
Consider an object balanced on a single fin er. The equi- 
librium condition requires that V U ,  lie in t i e  same direc- 
tion as 61. The normal cone Nc(q0)  is one-dimensional, 
so only a sin le value of VU, yields equilibrium; the ob- 
ject center ofmass must lie on the line 11. 
Using the normalization convention llVUfll = I, 
The first-order allowed motions are all rotations about 
any oint on the contact normal line in the plane. Let 
r,, ;e the distance from the point of contact to  the center 
of mass. Then pcm = rcm - p1. So 
(20) 
( p l K B 1  - 1 ) ( P l K A 1  + 1) 
K A l  + K B 1  KG = rcm - PI + 
The one-fingered gras will be stable iff KG is negative- 
definite for all p1  E %. Since KG is just a quadratic 
function of p1, this is a matter of elementary algebra. 
The possible cases are summarized in table 5.1. 
5.2 Two-fingered planar grasps 
We consider 2-fingered grasps such that  11 and 12 are not 
collinear. (Otherwise the grasp could not be essential for 
any choice of VU # 0.) For equilibrium VU, must lie in 
the positive span of $1 and t&. If 11 and 12 intersect at 
a point, p12, then the object center of mass must lie on 
b12 for stability. If 11 and 12 are parallel, then V U ,  must 
lie in the same direction as V; and 6 2 ,  and the center of 
mass must lie in the stri between 11 and 12.  If 11 and 12 
are antiparallel, then V8f  must lie in the same direction 
as one of them (say 11) and the center of mass must lie in 
the half-plane bounded by 11 which does not contain 12. 
An essential equilibrium gras will be stable as lon as 
order motions in TqoS. There is only one such first-order 
motion to consider: rotation around p12, if 11 and 12 in- 
tersect; or pure translation perpendicular to  11 and 12 if 
they are parallel/antiparallel. 
the gravity relative curvature P orm is negative for all frst- 
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Finger Object 
Convex Convex 6~~ > 0, K B ,  > 0 
Concave Convex K A ,  < 0, K B ,  > 0 
Convex Concave K A ~  > 0, K B ~  < 0 
Convex Plat KA, > 0, KB, = 0 
Plat Convex K A ~  = 0, tcgl > 0 
1, t vu ,  '2 
Stability 
always unstable 
stable iff re, < ( ~ / K B , )  
stable iff rem < ( ~ / K B ~ )  
always unstable 
neutrally stable under pure translation 
otherwise stable iff r,, < (1/6B1) 
cm =center Of mass 
Figure 3: Contact normal lines 11,12 are parallel. 
1 
cm = center of 
Figure 4: Contact normal lines 11,12 are antiparallel. 
If 11 and 12 intersect at p12 ,  then consider rotation around 
p 1 2 ,  so tha t  pi is the distance from the i th  contact point 
to  p 1 2 ,  and pcm is the distance from p12 to  the center of 
mass (understood to  be positive if the center of mass is 
above p 1 2 ,  negative if the center of mass is below ~ 1 2 ) .  
Then the gravity relative curvature form for normalized 
V U ,  is 
Pcm + x1 ( P I K &  - l ) ( P I K A i  
KA1 + K B l  
+A2 (PZKB2 - l ) ( P I K A z  + 
K G  = 
(21) 
KA2 + K B 2  
where 
A161 + A2vi = V U ,  for llVUfl1 = 1 (22) 
and the grasp is stable if KG is negative. 
If I1  and 12 are parallel or antiparallel, then the gravity 
relative curvature form for pure translation is 
(23) 
%A, K B 1  + KAzK.Bz K G  = 
KAl + K B 1  KA2 + K B 2  
and again the grasp is stable if KG is negative. The gravity 
term of the curvature form vanishes for pure translation 
orthogonal t o  V U ,  as a consequence of our assumption 
of a uniform gravitational field. 
If the system lies on the boundary of a region of stability 
then one of the fingers is passive. In this case the grasp is 
b 
Figure 5 :  6 1 , 6 " , 6 3  positively span the plane. 
technically non-essential, but we can ignore a single pas- 
sive finger without affecting our analysis (see section 4). 
The above results hold even if A1 or A2 is zero. 
5.3 Three-fingered planar grasps 
We consider three-fingered planar grasps with the restric- 
tions that  none of the contact normal lines 11,12,13 are 
collinear with each other, they are not all parallel, nor do 
they all intersect at a single point. Three-fingered grasps 
which violate an of these restrictions will not be essential 
for any choice o!VU # 0. 
Essential three-fin ered grasps imply that  the stratum S 
is zero-dimensionzf, so equation 4 is automatically sat- 
isfied. Therefore, a n  essential equilibrium grasp i s  auto- 
matically stable. The equilibrium condition requires tha t  
V U ,  lie in the positive span of 6 1 , 6 2 , w & .  
If 61, 2'2> 6 3  positively span the lane lR2, then the re ion 
of equilibrium for the center ofpmass is only boundefi on 
a single side. The vector V U ,  must lie either in the same 
direction as exactly one of the contact directions Z;i, or 
in the interior of the positive s an of exactly one pair 
of contact directions Z;i and 6j. ?f V U ,  lies in the same 
direction as 61, then the center of mass must lie in the 
half-plane bounded b 11 that  does n o t  contain p 2 3 .  On 
the other hand, if V& lies in the interior of the positive 
span of $1 and 6 2  then the grasp is stable if the center of 
mass lies inside the half-plane bounded by b12 tha t  does 
n o t  contain p i 3  or p 2 3 .  
If two of the contact normal lines are antiparallel (without 
loss of generality, assume that V; = - & ) ,  then a similar 
situation obtains, with some complications. Again the 
vector V U ,  lies either in the same direction as exactly 
one of the Z;i, or inside the positive span of one of the 
pairs {61,62} or { 6 2 , 2 i 3 } .  If V U f  lies in the interior of the 
positive span of {Cl, w i } ,  then the center of mass must lie 
in the half-plane bounded by b12 which does not contain 
p 2 3 .  If V U ,  lies along 6 2 ,  then the region of equilibrium 
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b 
12 
Figure 6: Two contact normal lines are antiparallel. 
is a half plane bounded by 12.  We can discover which 
half-plane by perturbing $1 or $3 by an  arbitrarily small 
amount so tha t  the  2;; positively span the plane and pi3  
exists. The region of equilibrium is then the half-plane 
tha t  does not contain p13. Finally, if V U ,  lies along $1, 
then finger d 2  is passive and the  grasp should be analyzed 
as a two-finger grasp with fingers A1 and A3. 
If $1 , $2, $3 do not ositively span the lane, and none of 
the contact norma!? lines are antiparasel t o  each other, 
then the equilibrium region for the center of mass almost 
always has two boundaries (the one exception is discussed 
below). If V U ,  lies in the  direction of Gi,  then Z i  will be 
one of the two boundaries (this could be true for one, 
two, or none of the Z i ) .  If V U ,  lies in the interior of the 
positive span of 2;; and v^ j then b i j  will be one of the two 
boundaries (this could be true for one, two, or none of 
the pairs of contact directions). If the  center of mass lies 
in the strip of the  plane between the  two boundary lines, 
then the confi uration is an  equilibrium rasp. The only 
exception t o  tlis prescription occurs if b U f  lies in the 
direction of 2ji, and Gi does not lie in the positive span of 
the other two contact directions. In this case the grasp 
is redundant with two passive fingers and for equilibrium 
the center of mass must lie on the single vertical line Zi. 
As stated above for essential three-fingered grasps all 
equilibria are st a h .  However, equilibrium grasps will fail 
t o  be essential if (a) the  center of mass lies exactly on one 
of the boundary lines of its allowed equilibrium region; 
or (b) V U f  lies on the  boundary of the  positive span of 
the three contact directions. In either of these cases we 
must ignore one or two passive fingers and evaluate the 
remaining grasp by using the gravity relative curvature 
form. We can ignore a single passive finger without any 
loss of information; if we ignore two passive fingers then 
we may underestimate the stability of the grasp. 
6 Conclusion 
We have used Stratified Morse Theory to  rigorous1 derive 
second-order tests for the stability of an object %eld by 
a non-redundant number of supports, in the presence of 
a conservative force field such as gravity. These tests are 
a plicable to  all objects which are smooth at the points 
o f  support, and ta,ke into consideration the  surface cur- 
vature of the  object and supports. An important fea- 
ture of the  results is tha t  the force field need not have 
a uniform gradient in c-space. This aids analysis of a 
heavy ob tc t -  such as - a walking robot-with a center of 
gravity t at is quasi statically moving while the points 
- 
I ,  
region of equilibrium 
". 
cm =center of m s s  
b b  
13 12 
Figure 7: v^l,2i2,v^3 do not positively span the plane and 
none of the contact normal lines are antiparallel. 
of sup ort remain fixed. This feature is also necessar 
when cfealing with more exotic conservative forces, SUCK 
as the combined weight and buoyancy of an object being 
manipulated underwater. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the second-order tests 
we have applied them to  some simple planar problems 
with uniform gravity. The tests are also fully applicable 
to  spatial grasps. In future work we plan to  address these 
and also consider redundant numbers of contacts. 
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